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Abstract. Operation of a Meteor Radar (MWR) at Eu-
reka, Ellesmere Island (80◦ N, 86◦ W) began in February
2006: this is the location of the Polar Environmental and
Atmospheric Research Laboratory (PEARL), operated by
the “Canadian Network for the Detection of Atmospheric
Change” (CANDAC). The first 36 months of tidal wind data
(82–97 km) are here combined with contemporaneous tides
from the Meteor Radar (MWR) at Adventdalen, Svalbard
(78◦ N, 16◦ E), to provide the first significant evidence for
interannual variability (IAV) of the High Arctic’s diurnal and
semidiurnal migrating (MT) and non-migrating tides (NMT).

The three-year monthly means for both diurnal (DT) and
semi-diurnal (SDT) winds demonstrate significantly differ-
ent amplitudes and phases at Eureka and Svalbard. Typi-
cally the summer-maximizing DT is much larger (∼24 m s−1

at 97 km) at Eureka, while the Svalbard tide (5–24 m s−1 at
97 km)) is almost linear (north-south) rather than circular.
Interannual variations are smallest in the summer and au-
tumn months. The High Arctic SDT has maxima centred
on August/September, followed in size by the winter fea-
tures; and is much larger at Svalbard (24 m s−1 at 97 km,
versus 14–18 m s−1 in central Canada). Depending on the
location, the IAV are largest in spring/winter (Eureka) and
summer/autumn (Svalbard).

Fitting of wave-numbers for the migrating and non-
migrating tides (MT, NMT) determines dominant tides for
each month and height. Existence of NMT is consis-
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tent with nonlinear interactions between migrating tides and
(quasi) stationary planetary wave (SPW)S = 1 (SPW1). For
the diurnal oscillation, NMTs = 0 for the east-west (EW)
wind component dominates (largest tide) in the late autumn
and winter (November–February); ands = +2 is frequently
seen in the north-south (NS) wind component for the same
months. The semi-diurnal oscillation’s NMTs = +1 domi-
nates from March to June/July. There are patches ofs = +3
and+1, in the late fall-winter. These wave numbers are also
consistent with SPW1-MT interactions.

Comparisons for 2007 of the observed DT and SDT at 78–
80◦ N, with those within the Canadian Middle Atmosphere
Model Data Assimilation System CMAM-DAS, are a major
feature of this paper. The diurnal tides for the two locations
have important similarities as observed and modeled, with
seasonal maxima in the mesosphere from April to October,
and similar phases with long/evanescent wavelengths. How-
ever, differences are also significant: observed Eureka ampli-
tudes are generally larger than the model; and at Svalbard the
modeled tide is classically circular, rather than anomalous.
For the semi-diurnal tide, the amplitudes and phases differ
markedly between Eureka and Svalbard for both MWR-radar
data and CMAM-DAS data. The seasonal variations from
observed and modeled archives also differ at each location.
Tidal NMT-amplitudes and wave-numbers for the model dif-
fer substantially from observations.

Keywords. Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics (Mid-
dle atmosphere dynamics; Polar meteorology; Waves and
tides)
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1 Introduction

The first comprehensive paper on tidal characterizations in
the northern High Arctic (Manson et al., 2009, Paper 1), pro-
vided analyzed data (12 months of 2006/2007) from the Me-
teor Wind Radars (MWR) at Adventdalen, Svalbard (78◦ N,
16◦ E) and Eureka, Ellesmere Island (80◦ N, 86◦ W). There
had been modest optical observations from Eureka, and
radar observations (65–70◦ N) from Europe, Scandinavia and
Alaska (Portnyagin et al., 2004; Manson et al., 2004c; and
Wu et al., 2003); and a substantial data-archive and papers
from Continental Antarctica exists (e.g. Hernandez et al.,
1993; Forbes et al., 1995; Portnyagin et al., 1998). No ad-
ditional “80◦ N” radars have been installed in the interim e.g.
in the desirable Russian Arctic Islands. However satellite
Arctic tidal data from the TIDI system (TIMED Doppler In-
terferometer) were published while this paper was in review
(Iimura et al., 2010), and brief remarks of a comparative na-
ture are included in our “Summary and Discussion”. For this
paper, we had already chosen to compare tides from the first
three years of data (2006–2009) resulting from operation of
the Eureka and Svalbard MWR radars, with a general circu-
lation model (GCM) with a data assimilation system: Cana-
dian Middle Atmosphere Model, CMAM-DAS (Ren et al.,
2008).

The presence of NMT in the High Arctic of 2006/2007,
as indicated in the studies summarized within Manson et
al. (2009), were shown by us to be consistent with the pa-
per by Forbes and Wu (2006). It is important to realize that
there are limitations to the value of such comparisons due
to some differences in the latitudinal structures of the tem-
perature and wind tides (Manson et al., 2010). E.g. Features
in wind-spectra typically extend to higher latitudes. How-
ever inspection of the 70◦ N temperature-tides from UARS-
MLS (Forbes and Wu, 2006), and wave-number plots from
CMAM-DAS (Xu et al., 2011a, b; Manson et al., 2010),
show generally similar characteristics, with typically weak
amplitudes at the high Arctic latitudes for the MT and their
relatively even weaker NMT. Comparisons of the tidal winds
(2006–2009) from the two High Arctic radars and CMAM-
DAS at∼80◦ N are thus an important feature of this present
paper.

It has been our intention, as a goal of CANDAC-PEARL’s
IPY program, to also investigate the inter-annual variations
(IAV) of the MT and NMT at Svalbard and Eureka. . . hence
this is also a major focus of the present paper. There are
certainly physical expectations for IAV based upon variable
forcing mechanisms e.g. the SPW, and already good evidence
that interannual variations may be significant (Hagan and
Forbes, 2003; Baumgaertner et al., 2005, 2006; Wu et al.,
2008).

Possible relationships between the occurrences and vari-
abilities of SPW and the global morphology of the NMT
of the diurnal and semidiurnal tides were subjected to pre-
liminary study in Paper 1. There was little to no indication

of significant diurnal NMT forcing (in the Arctic) from the
Southern Hemisphere’s winter SPW. Regarding the semidi-
urnal tide, it was considered probable, and since then demon-
strated clearly by Xu et al. (2009a, c), that the large SPW of
the NH winter and their associated NMT are linked through
trans-equatorial propagation to the observed summer SDT at
Rothera in Antarctica. It was proposed to use a GCM model
with data assimilation for comparisons with the observed and
calculated NMT in future studies: this is also a major feature
of the present paper.

We recognize the complementary Southern Hemisphere
(SH) studies, which use the geographically attractive Antarc-
tic continent for observational sites along the coast from 68–
78◦ S and also centered at the pole (“South Pole” station).
Portnyagin et al. (1998), Murphy et al. (2006, 2009) and
Baumgaertner et al. (2005, 2006) used a variety of radar-
combinations to illustrate the presence and at times dom-
inance of the semidiurnal tide’s NMTs = +1 during their
summer-equinox months). In causal relation to this they var-
iously suggested or demonstrated that the amplitudes of the
Arctic’s NMT and SPWS = +1 were positively correlated
during the NH-winter months, when theS = +1 SPW is also
dominant in Antarctica (see also Paper 1).

The radars and model are briefly described in Sect. 2. The
focus of Sect. 3 is the unique formation of the first height
(82–97 km) versus time (12 months using means from 2006–
2009) contour plots of the radar-derived diurnal (DT) and
semidiurnal (SDT) tidal amplitudes and phases at the two
High Arctic (effectively equal) latitudes and differing longi-
tudes (16◦ E and 86◦ W). Variations in the mesospheric Arc-
tic tides (circa 80–100 km) over three years, or inter-annual
variations (IAV), which were heretofore not available, are
also provided and discussed. The topic of IAV in the oc-
currence or importance of Arctic NMT, another unknown, is
addressed with figures (height versus month plots for each
of 3 years) that provide the relative magnitudes of the mi-
grating and non-migrating tides (MT, NMT). The purpose of
Sect. 4 is to effectively compare and contrast, for the first
time, the observed tides from Eureka and Svalbard for a year
(2007), with the modeled products from the “state of the art”
spectral CMAM-DAS. Contour plots (height versus month)
of tidal amplitudes and phases, as well as plots of relative
magnitudes of NMT and MT for each of the three years, are
provided. In Sect. 5, the focus is upon spatial wave-numbers
for the NMT of CMAM-DAS and their IAV. The Summary
and Discussions, which address the progress achieved in ad-
dressing the above goals, are in Sect. 6.

2 Meteor radar winds and the atmospheric model
CMAM-DAS

We use two MWR (Meteor Wind) radars of similar design
(Hall et al., 2003; Hocking and Hocking, 2002). Commer-
cially the radar at Eureka (80◦ N, 86◦ W) is known as a
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Fig. 1. Zonal (U , EW) and meridional (V , NS) winds for the diurnal (24-h) tides above Eureka and Svalbard for days February 2006–
February 2009; the phases are the local solar times of maximum northward and eastward winds. Separate averaging for amplitudes and
phases was done for the tides, and if the phase-spread between the values from three years exceeds 180◦ for an interval, a phase-gap is
shown. 30-day fits are used, with the first day of the calendar month as the middle of the 30-day data sets.

SKiYMET system, which was developed and deployed by
MARDOC-Incorporated (Modular Antenna Radar Designs
of Canada). The Svalbard (78◦ N, 16◦ E) radar was built by
Atmospheric Radar [ATRAD] Systems Pty Ltd of Adelaide.
More details have been included in Manson et al. (2009,
2011).

The unique spectral Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model
(CMAM, e.g. Manson et al., 2006) has been a valuable re-
search system for us, allowing collaborative and comparative
studies of mutual benefit for the professors involved. At this
time the Data Assimilation System (DAS) has been devel-
oped as an option (Ren et al., 2008) and data from the IPY
years are used here as specified in the last paragraph of the
Introduction.

3 Diurnal tides (2006–2009): migrating (MT) and non-
migrating (NMT); comparisons with CMAM-DAS for
2007

3.1 Introduction

The “monthly 3 year” amplitudes and phases of the diurnal
(24-h) tides (DT) at both locations are provided in Fig. 1,
with their “monthly 3 year variations” in Fig. 2. Northward
and eastward tidal winds are taken as positive; and the phases
(local solar times) provided are those of maximum northward
and eastward winds. The corresponding information for the
semidiurnal (12-h) tides will be treated later. The “variation
of amplitudes” and “variation of phase-hours” which are our
measures of IAV are provided in Fig. 2, with their definition
being in the caption. Separate averaging for amplitudes and

www.ann-geophys.net/29/1939/2011/ Ann. Geophys., 29, 1939–1954, 2011
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Fig. 2. The “variation” of 24-h tidal amplitudes and phases (local times of maximum), over three years (February 2006 to February 2009),
are provided. The “variation” of amplitude is: [100(maximum− minimum)/(maximum+ minimum)] %, and of phase in hours is: [(maxi-
mum− minimum)/2]. Separate calculations for amplitudes and phases were done for the tides.

phases was done for the tides, and if the phase-spread be-
tween the values from three years exceeds 180◦, for a month,
a phase-gap is shown. This latter rarely occurred.

3.2 Diurnal tides: means, variations and NMT features

For the 2006–2009 interval at Eureka (Fig. 1) the DT am-
plitude minima are in winter-centered months (October–
November to February–March), with broad maxima (in-
creasing with height) between, which includes sub-maxima
centered on April–May and August. The Eureka phases
(Fig. 1) are consistently orthogonal (6 h differences between
meridional and zonal components), and wind-maxima occur
at later hours during the summer. Minima in amplitude and
phase variations (Fig. 2) occur in months of these amplitude
maxima: minimal IAV from June to the end of autumn, small
in winter and notably largest in the spring (late-February to
May). For example these latter months of 2006 (Paper 1,
Fig. 4) had significant differences in phase (4–6 h later in LT)
and amplitude (4–6 m s−1 larger) from the 3 year means.

Turning to the Svalbard DT in Fig. 1, seasonal patterns
of amplitude and phase are significantly different from those
at Eureka and actually rather similar to that in 2006/2007
(Paper 1). The tide is not circularly polarized, as the ampli-
tudes of the EW component are relatively small in summer-
centred months. Generally, the lower thermospheric Sval-
bard DT is much weaker than that at Eureka. Phases for
EW and NS components (Fig. 1) demonstrate modest tem-
poral differences compared with Eureka, while changes with
height are more apparent over the year, and consistent with
descending tidal phase propagation. “Variations” of both
types (Fig. 2), as our indicators of IAV, are again smallest in
summer-centred months, but the spring months show almost
none of the activity visible at Eureka.

The mean DT amplitudes and phases for 2006–2009 are
consistent with significant non-migrating tide (NMT) effects.
The amplitudes at very similar latitudes (78, 80◦ N) are fre-
quently different, and the phases (local times) are close to
identical for only limited months and heights. A “two-tide
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Fig. 3. Two-tide fits, using the wave number of the diurnal MT (s = 1) plus one of a range of NMT, were used to find the relative sizes: a
black square is chosen if MT is greater than twice any NMT value; a grey square is chosen when one or more NMT values are smaller then
MT, but greater than 0.5 of MT; the wave-number “s” is chosen that has the largest NMT [relative to the corresponding MT amplitude] of all
of the fits. Wave-numbers (s = −1 to+3) are appropriate to non-linear interaction of the diurnal MT with the SPWS = 1 or 2.

fit” was used in Paper 1, and is used here with minor change,
in which the migrating 24-h tide and one of a selection of
non-migrating tides are fitted to the monthly data from the
two radar sites. The justification for its use is simply because
of the previous good results, with no indication of noise or
inconsistencies. We provide here a brief summary of the
methodology and any assumptions that are inherent. As de-
scribed in detail in Manson et al. (2009), the method for de-
termining whether the migrating tide dominates, and if not,
which NMT is largest, is to solve for the MT and an NMT
simultaneously. There are no degrees of freedom remaining
(two known for each of the observed tides at the radars; two
solutions for each of the MT and chosen NMT) to identify
the best fit by minimum squared error, but it is expected that
if one tide dominates significantly in reality, its amplitude
will dominate in the two tide solution. The chosen range of
NMT wave-numbers used is based on the theory that NMTs
are generated by interaction between quasi-stationary plan-
etary waves (QSPW),S = 1 or 2 (at Arctic latitudes), and
the migrating tides (e.g. Forbes et al., 2003). Thus NMT
wave-numbers are the MT wave number±1 or 2. The domi-
nance of QSPWS = 1 and 2 in the Arctic was demonstrated
in Paper 1, but also by recent assessment of Aura MLS tem-
peratures; these latter results will be published elsewhere.
Finally, the recent NMT results from Iimura et al. (2010),
using the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics

and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite with its Doppler Interfer-
ometer (TIDI), involved wave-numbers consistent with SPW
S = 1 and 2.

We have used the MT/NMT amplitude ratios in these se-
lected NMT wave-number ranges to determine the dominant
tide: the MT is chosen if all ratios (from MT+NMT fits) are
greater than 2 (black height-month squares in Fig. 3); or the
wave-number “s” is chosen (for the squares in Fig. 3) for
the NMT with the smallest MT/NMT ratio; except that an
additional choice has been developed for the related figures
in this paper (grey squares) for when the largest NMT tide
is greater than 0.5 of the MT, but smaller than the MT. Such
grey areas thus have the MT as the stronger wave, but a NMT
is competitive.

Thus Fig. 3 shows diurnal tide MT and NMT choices
from 12 monthly fits versus 6 heights (72 height-month
locations) for each of years 2006/2007, 2007/2008 and
2008/2009. . . and for EW and NS tidal components. The sec-
tions of black/grey or named-NMT in Fig. 3, for 2006/2007,
are identical to those in the figure of Paper 1, apart from the
added useful indication of where the NMT is relatively close
to the MT in amplitude; regularity or consistency in the data
is confirmed by the strong tendency for the grey squares to
be in clusters.

The immediately visible feature of inter-annual variability
(IAV) in Fig. 3 is the dominance of the NMTs = +2 (effect
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Fig. 4. Zonal (U , EW) and meridional (V , NS) winds for the diurnal (24-h) tides (DT) above Eureka and Svalbard for year 2007, from the
two MWR and CMAM-DAS, and from the harmonic fits to the mean wind, 24- and 12-h tidal amplitudes and phases: the phases are the
local solar times of maximum northward and eastward winds.

of QSPWS = 1) for NS and EW components in the spring
of 2006. In contrast, the NS component of spring’s 2007 and
2008 is dominated by the MT; while for the EW component
the fall-early winter of 2006–2007 has the most dominant
and coherent presence of thes = 0 NMT. The above is con-
sistent with Fig. 2, where the Eureka DT-phases show very
large spring ‘variations’ that are largely due to the spring of
year 2006, with its unique dominance of NMTs = 2.

For the late autumn and winter months (November–
February) of Fig. 3, and for the zonal component, NMT tides
(s = 0) are significant or dominant for the three years. For
the meridional component in these months, thes = 2 tide
(also due to QSPWS = 1) is quite frequently seen in all three
years, along with an NMT tide approaching the amplitude of
the MT (grey boxes). The DT phase variations (Fig. 2) are
relatively large in these months also.

It is interesting to know that the IAV of the DT amplitudes,
over consecutive years, is very conspicuous and largest in the
spring and winter. Also, the occurrence of NMTs is quite
frequent, their seasonal variability has some regularity, and
their variability often matches seasonal “variations” of the
observed DT. As such, one has reason to be optimistic that
a modern and physically complete GCM should reproduce

some of these DT features: required middle atmosphere char-
acteristics appear to be that the High Arctic tides are well
forced and reproduced, and that the SPW are of significant
strength and occurrence.

3.3 Comparisons of the 2007 arctic diurnal tides in
CMAM-DAS with observed tides from MWR mea-
surements

Height versus time contours of the modeled and observed di-
urnal tidal (DT) amplitudes and phases of a single year, 2007,
are now assessed (Fig. 4): this year represents the frequent
and special physical situation when the meridional winter-
centred monthly mean winds at Svalbard are dominantly
southward (Manson et al., 2011). In the plots we include
radar-values up to 88 km, which is the highest height used
from CMAM; on the other hand, and since the Svalbard-
winds extend down to 73 km, CMAM values down to there
are included for Svalbard-comparisons.

A quick comparison with the 3 year means of Fig. 1 is
useful (the latter uses the same color code as Fig. 4): the
observed Eureka and Svalbard DT amplitudes of 2007 are
quite similar to the 3 year means; and the phases are gen-
erally similar in color, if not in all phase-transitions. Since
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Fig. 5. Zonal (U , EW) and meridional (V , NS) winds for the semi-diurnal (12-h) tides (SDT) above Eureka and Svalbard for days Febru-
ary 2006–February 2009: the phases are the local solar times of maximum northward and eastward winds. Separate averaging for amplitudes
and phases was done for the tides, and if the phase-spread between the values from three years exceeds 180◦ for an interval, a phase-gap is
shown. 30-day fits are used, with the first day of the calendar month as the middle of the 30-day data sets.

these latter involve clear visual changes in color, we will use
phrases such as “color transitions”, as this is more informa-
tive of the basic mental experiences of the reader). Following
careful scrutiny, observed Eureka-amplitudes have equinoc-
tial maxima (May, September), while modeled amplitudes
have a late summer-early autumn maximum in both com-
ponents. Also, although observations and model at Eureka
share similar colors for phases, the monthly sequencing of
colors/phase is quite different. Components (NS, EW) as
observed or modeled have similar amplitudes and phases-in-
quadrature, appropriate for a circular tide, with clockwise ro-
tation in time. Moving next to Svalbard, amplitudes of both
components from radar and from model again show minima
in winter-centered months; and there are no significant ver-
tical gradients. Most seriously, and in non-winter months,
while the observed NS amplitudes are circa twice the EW,
the modeled components are close to being equal. Consis-
tent with this, the radar provides elliptical (∼8 h differences

rather than 6) or even linear oscillations (NS stronger), while
model-components are, as at Eureka, in quadrature. Paper 1,
using data from 2006, also showed that the tidal winds from
Svalbard were elliptically polarized. Finally, although phases
(for particular months and heights) from the radar and model
are generally within one color difference (2 h) of each other,
radar and model demonstrate (small) variations in time and
height (model) that differ.

As was already noted in Sect. 3.2, the diurnal tides de-
rived from the radars evidence significant NMT-effects i.e.
location-dependant amplitudes and phases especially above
90 km (Fig. 1). The CMAM tides of Fig. 4 show much
smaller locational differences, and hence fewer indications
of NMT e.g. the NS-component amplitudes and phases at
86◦ W and 16◦ E are almost identical, as are the EW values.

www.ann-geophys.net/29/1939/2011/ Ann. Geophys., 29, 1939–1954, 2011
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Fig. 6. The “variation” of 12-h tidal amplitudes and of phases (local times of maximum), over three years (February 2006 to February 2009),
are provided. The “variation” of amplitude is [100(maximum− minimum)/(maximum+ minimum)] %, and “variation” of phase is hours:
[(maximum− minimum)/2]). Separate calculations for amplitudes and phases were done for the tides.

4 Semi-diurnal tides (2006–2009): migrating (MT) and
non-migrating (NMT); comparisons with CMAM-
DAS

4.1 Introduction

The “monthly 3 year mean” amplitudes and phases of the
semi-diurnal (12-h) tides (SDT) for 2006–2009, at both lo-
cations, are provided in Fig. 5, with their “monthly 3 year
variations” in Fig. 6. Otherwsie the methodologies used are
as in Sect. 3.

4.2 Semidiurnal tides: means, variations and NMT
features

At Eureka (Fig. 5) the minimum SDT amplitudes are in
early and late winter months (November–December and
February–March), with small maxima early in June and
January and the broader major maximum centred early in

September. Minima in “variation”, the variable used for IAV
here (Fig. 6), occur at the times of amplitude-maxima (June,
September). The Eureka phases are consistently orthogonal
(3 h differences). Vertical phase-gradients are largest in win-
ter (equivalent to local vertical wavelengthsλ of ∼30 km),
modest in summer (λ ∼ 100 km), and very long/evanescent
in the equinoxes. “Variations” in Fig. 6 are very large at the
winter-spring and autumn-winter transitions, consistent with
indeterminate phases (Fig. 5) for the phase-contours; other-
wise near the amplitude maxima (Fig. 5) the phase-variations
are small (±1 h or less).

Turning to the Svalbard SDT (Fig. 5) the largest vertical
extensions of the zonal and meridional maxima∼85–97 km
also occur in September, they are much larger (≥22 m s−1

vs. 16–18 m s−1) and peak earlier and higher (early August,
97 km) compared to Eureka. Due to this feature and also
the larger winter maxima, the SDT at Svalbard is gener-
ally much larger than at Eureka. It is also the dominant
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Fig. 7. Two-tide fits, using the wave number of the Semi-Diurnal MT (s = 2) plus one of a range of NMT, were used to find the relative sizes:
a black square is chosen if MT is greater than twice any NMT value; a grey square is chosen when one or more NMT values are smaller then
MT, but greater than 0.5 of MT; the wave-number “s” is chosen that has the largest NMT [relative to the corresponding MT amplitude] of all
of the fits. Wave-numbers (s = 0 to+4) are appropriate to non-linear interaction with the SPWS = 1 or 2.

solar tide. Phases at Svalbard are orthogonal (a circu-
larly rotating wind vector); and they have some temporal
similarity of color/phase-patterns with Eureka. There are
strong phase-changes at Svalbard (82–97 km) from August
to November, with re-establishment of moderate vertical gra-
dients (equivalentλ ∼ 70 km) by early winter. Moreover,
these phase-gradients of winter are maintained through the
spring, whereas at Eureka the equivalent wavelengths are
evanescent.

The SDT mean amplitudes and phases for 2006–2009, as
shown in Fig. 5, indicate significant and probably very fre-
quent presence of NMT. Amplitudes differ greatly between
the radar-locations and phases agree only occasionally. Fig-
ure 7 is the counter-part of Fig. 3 for the SDT. The format and
available information is the same, with height-month squares
of the dominant NMT (with choice of values determined by
SPWS = 1, 2), black for the dominance of MT, or grey when
a NMT is greater than 0.5 of the MT. The addition of the
“grey” condition is very valuable as it confirms the quali-
tative assessment of Fig. 5, since the MT (black boxes) is
dominant almost exclusively during the September–October
events of each of the three (3) years; and black/grey is rel-
atively common in winter. The dominance of NMTs = +1
at the lower heights of the mesosphere, and for spring/early-
summer, continues from 2006/2007 as the outstanding fea-
ture. The cause of this remains unknown and puzzling, as

the SPW activity (S = 1) has by then become modest. . . there
will be discussion of this in the final section of the paper.

Inter-annual variability (IAV) of the occurrence of MT
and NMT is well demonstrated in Fig. 7. Some examples
are these: the IAV is significant in winter months, with the
2006/2007-year having the clearest evidence for MT domi-
nance; 2007/2008 showing more preference for NMTs = 3
(also associated with SPWS = 1) than other years; and
2008/2009 favoring frequent occurrences of large but not
dominant MT (grey), especially in the EW component.

We appreciate that one of the referees informed us, dur-
ing the late stages of the reviewing process, of the recent
paper by Iimura et al. (2010), using data from TIMED-
TIDI, which provided unique satellite Arctic NMT informa-
tion for the SDT: mainly the westward propagating wave-
numberss = +1, +3, and standing wave numbers = 0. The
s = +1 was most prominent (∼10 m s−1), 90 to ∼105 km,
for months mid-March to mid-May, and reaching the high
Arctic (80–87◦ N). This agrees well with our Fig. 7, where
s = +1 dominates in the spring. The NMTs = 0 from TIDI
was much weaker at 80◦ N, consistent with Fig. 7 having few
s = 0 values. Thes = +3 of Fig. 7 occur mainly in months
October–November and January–February, which is similar
to the TIDI-NMT data. These TIDI tidal data are consistent
with the dominance of SPWS = 1, as also indicated by the
radar data of this paper. Overall the comparison is good; and
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Fig. 8. Zonal (U , EW) and meridional (V , NS) winds for the semidiurnal (12-h) tides (SDT) above Eureka and Svalbard for year 2007 from
the two MWR and CMAM-DAS, and from the harmonic fits to the mean wind, 24- and 12-h tidal amplitudes and phases: the phases are the
local solar times of maximum northward and eastward winds.

this paper no longer provides almost solitary substantial in-
formation on the SDT NMT of the high Arctic!

Our studies of the stratospheric winter polar vortex illus-
trate the tendency for the SPWS = 1 to be dominant at these
Arctic latitudes (e.g. Xu et al., 2009a, b), as was the case
for 2006/2007 (Paper 1). This is consistent with the preva-
lence of anticyclones to form in the Pacific-Western Canada
longitudinal sector, and the cyclone to be resident over Scan-
dinavia (Manson et al., 2008, 2011; Xu et al., 2009b).

4.3 Comparisons of the Arctic semi-diurnal tides (2007)
in CMAM-DAS with observed tides from meteor
radars

The raison d’etre is the same as in Sect. 3.3: assessment of
the middle and late months of winter 2006/2007, when the
meridional winter-centred monthly mean winds over Sval-
bard were anomalous due to their dominantly southward
flows (e.g. Paper 1). This, as the net northward meridional
flows are responsible for downward polar mesospheric mo-
tions and adiabatic winter heating in the high Arctic.

Figure 8 for the 2007 SDT provides observed tides quite
similar to the three year means (Fig. 5), but with both radars
showing more variability and structure in the contoured am-

plitudes and phases (colors and their vertical gradients) in
late winter-early spring (January–March) than the 3 year
means. Comparing now the radar and CMAM panels of
Fig. 8 for Eureka, amplitude-maxima above∼80 km occur at
the same times (June and September), although the observed
maxima close or are still open at greater heights (88–97 km).
The Eureka phases show considerable system-based differ-
ences, with the modeled values showing seasonal, monthly
and altitudinal differences from those observed. Modeled
values are also more variable in temporal and spatial scales.

For Svalbard, amplitudes of both components from radar
and from model again show strong differences: observed
maxima occur at upper heights (79–97 km; data for 91–
97 km are outside the boundaries of Fig. 8) for late winter-
spring and for the September-feature (Manson et al., 2010);
while the equivalent modeled features are at lower heights
(centered at 82 km) in summer and September. Phases,
while internally consistent (EW and NS rotation sense; sea-
sonal changes), differ quite strongly between observations
and model.

From the above assessments and Fig. 8, there are generally
significant differences between the observed SDT amplitudes
and phases at Eureka and Svalbard. The CMAM tides show
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Fig. 9. Two-tide fits to the CMAM-DAS data for three separate years, using the wave number of the diurnal MT (DT,s = 1) plus one of a
range of NMT (top set of plots), and semidiurnal MT (SDT,s = 2) plus one of a range of NMT (bottom set of plots), were used to find the
relative sizes: a black square is chosen if MT is greater than twice any NMT value; a grey square is chosen when one or more NMT values
are smaller then MT, but greater than 0.5 of MT; the wave-number “s” is chosen that has the largest NMT [relative to the corresponding MT
amplitude] of all of the fits. Wave-numbers (s = −1 to+3) for the DT and (s = 0 to+4) for the SDT are appropriate to non-linear interaction
with the SPWS = 1 or 2.

even more frequent site/locational differences. However the
September feature does share similar amplitudes and appro-
priate phases at each site, and for each component. Thus
the MT is expected to dominate there, with significant NMT
presence in other months.

5 Plots of monthly mesospheric MT and NMT pref-
erences (2006–2009) for DT and SDT from CMAM-
DAS

Observed site-differences for DT and SDT were discussed in
Sects. 3 and 4, leading to “box-plots” of MT/NMT amplitude
ratios (height versus month) for both diurnal and semidiurnal
tides (Figs. 3 and 7) and for each month of 2006–2007, 2007–
2008 and 2008/2009. Dominant NMT values were provided;
there were also black boxes when the MT dominated and
gray-boxes when the NMT was smaller than, but comparable
to, the MT (actually NMT> 0.5 MT).

In Fig. 9 we repeat this exercise for the DT and SDT of
CMAM. As expected from Sect. 3, where very modest mod-
eled site-differences were noted (Fig. 4) for the diurnal tide of
2007, the height-month MT/NMT boxes are generally dom-
inated by the MT-black in Fig. 9. We have used the same
30-day sequences (March 2006 to February 2007) as in the
MT/NMT box-plots for the observed tide (Fig. 3), for ease
of comparison by the reader. The CMAM-DAS model does
have a somewhat weaker preference (gray, black) for MT in
the winter months (December–February) of 2006/2007 and
2007/2008, ands = 0 is preferred when a NMT wave-number
dominates. Meanwhile, the observed winter-atmosphere had
much greater NMT presence (Fig. 3), with wavenumber
s = 0 strongly favoured for the EW component ands = 2
to a lesser extent for the NS component. Combined with
the larger occurrence of NMT in non-winter months (gray
height-month boxes), the observed atmosphere is generally
richer in diurnal NMT (and therefore the associated QSPW)
than the CMAM atmosphere, for years 2006–2009.
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Fig. 10. Contour-plots of amplitudes and phases of the zonal wind diurnal and semidiurnal tides as functions of wave-number (positive
for westward propagation) and latitude (positive for Northern Hemisphere): data for near the summer and winter solstices along with the
boreal autumn for the model CMAM-DAS have been used, and the results for 88 km are shown. Phase is the hour of maximum (UT) at the
Greenwich Meridian. For clarity, a phase value is just shown when its corresponding amplitude is above an arbitrary threshold.

As expected from Sect. 4.2 where quite frequent mod-
eled site-differences were noted (Fig. 8) for the semi-diurnal
tide of 2007, the height-month MT/NMT boxes of Fig. 9

are dominated by grey or a named-NMT wavenumber (22
of 36 choices per year), with relatively fewer indications of
MT dominance. There is also a weaker tendency for MT to
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preferentially appear during the occurrence of the modeled
September-feature (Fig. 9) than in the corresponding figure
for observations (cf. Fig. 7). In conclusion, consistent with
the appearance of the SDT in Fig. 8, the plots for the 3-years
of modeled MN/NMT ratios (Fig. 9) are generally noisier, or
more random, than in the figure using the radar-observations
(cf. Fig. 7).

6 High-Arctic latitude wave-number spectra for MT
and NMT

In previous sections some comparisons between tides pro-
duced from radar observations and from CMAM-DAS model
have been provided. Here we show another analysis that al-
lows further assessments of MT and NMT features.

Figure 10 provides CMAM-derived wave-number spec-
tra for 30 days centered on seasonally representative days:
1 June and 1 September 2007, as well as on 1 January 2008.
The zonal/EW component of the diurnal (top) and semi-
diurnal (bottom) tides at 88 km are provided. Central
dates∼20 days before the summer-solstice and equinox are
shown: 1 June and 1 September are also appropriate due
to SDT amplitude maxima (Figs. 5 and 8) both observed
and modeled; and the DT (Figs. 1 and 4) has indications
of equinoctial maxima, from the radars and CMAM. Other-
wise monthly amplitudes and phases in wavelets (not shown)
change little from June/December to July/January.

For the diurnal tide, the MTs = +1 of the two sum-
mer solstices (16–20 m s−1) dominate those of the two win-
ter solstices (4–8 m s−1), as expected, at Polar Arctic and
Antarctic latitudes from∼65–87◦ N/S. NMT play a minor
role (<4 m s−1) in all three months of CMAM, with no other
resolved features at these high latitudes of either hemisphere.
We restrict ourselves now to features relevant to the Polar
latitudes and those that are not classical in nature. Phases
are very similar in Northern and Southern Hemispheres (NH
and SH) for the equinoxes (symmetric Hough-modes prob-
ably dominate). For no 30 d interval are the NH and SH
amplitudes equal for the Boreal (September–October) au-
tumn, likely due to hemispheric asymmetries in land/ocean
areas and related atmospheres. Diurnal NMT are significant
only at equatorial and sub-tropical latitudes (Manson et al.,
2004a; Forbes et al., 2003). The above highlights are rea-
sonably consistent with the MWR and CMAM-DAS diurnal
tide comparisons in Fig. 4, and also the NMT and MT height-
time occurrences discussed using Fig. 9. That is: the NMT
are much less evident in the model than from observations.
For the latters = 0, as forced by a QSPWS = 1, significant
prominence for the NMT exists (Fig. 3).

The semidiurnal tide (SDT) spectra of Fig. 10 illustrate
the expected solstitial asymmetries for MTs = 2 in Boreal-
summer and Austral-winter, and vice versa. Also the SDT is
less affected by hemispheric differences in solstitial solar ra-
diation than the DT, with summer amplitudes not dominating

those of winter. Such is also the case (albeit in more com-
plex fashion) at the two radar locations (Fig. 9) and has been
long recognized at middle latitudes (Manson et al., 2006).
For the solstices in Fig. 10, the NMTs = −2 is outstand-
ing only at middle latitudes in the Boreal summer. For the
August/September months at mid-latitudes thes = −2 and
s = +4 (related to SPWS = 4 and 2) are shown for NH and
SH respectively (see also Manson et al., 2004a, b; 2010).

For southern and northern polar regions there are striking
SDT spectral features from CMAM data (Fig. 10), in partic-
ular the NMTs = +1 (related to SPWS = 1) in the southern
summer. This feature has also been observed, as noted in
the Introduction (Paper 1; Hibbins et al., 2010; Xu et al.,
2009a, c; Murphy et al., 2009; Baumgaertner et al., 2005,
2006). These 3 groups of authors also demonstrate that there
are significant correlations and probable causal linkages be-
tween the SPWS = 1 of the NH-winter and both the directly
observed winter-SDT and the related NMTs = +1 of the SH-
summer. For the winter of the SH, the spectra of Fig. 10 show
no indication of NMTs = +1 in the NH. This negative indi-
cation has been variously reported in the above papers; and
the most recent paper by Hibbins et al. (2010) sheds fresh
insights on the seasonal and longitudinal variations of this
NMT of the SH. In the NH, the spectral presence of NMT
s = +1, from CMAM global data (Fig. 10), is only evident in
the autumn. However, when data are sampled only at the Eu-
reka and Svalbard locations, the indications of NMTs = +1
are weak in Fig. 9 (from CMAM data) and very weak from
the independent radar data (Fig. 7).

7 Summary and discussion

The discussions throughout this paper have been quite de-
tailed, so we will not extend them unduly here. A few obser-
vations in summary/discussion are expected however. Gen-
erally the items below follow the sections of the paper and
their findings; and these main emphases (“goals”) have been
provided in the last paragraph of the Introduction: assess-
ments of the interannual variations (IAV) in the character of
the tides, migrating and (uniquely) non-migrating; and the
first substantial comparisons between the High Arctic ob-
servations from the Meteor Winds Radars (MWR) and the
model CMAM-DAS.

1. The first 36 months of wind-data (82–97 km) from the
Meteor (Winds) Radar (MWR) at Eureka, Ellesmere Is-
land (80◦ N, 86◦ W), within the PEARL-CANDAC lab-
oratory, have been here combined with contemporane-
ous winds from the Meteor Radar at Adventdalen, Sval-
bard (78◦ N, 16◦ E). The combined data archive is from
mid-February 2006 to February 2009. This has been
used to provide the first significant characterization of
the IAV of longitudinally spaced observations of tides
at such “High Arctic” latitudes. This unique Arctic
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archive involves the diurnal and semidiurnal migrating
(MT) and non-migrating tides (NMT).

2. The observed monthly means for both diurnal (D) and
semi-diurnal (SD) tidal winds of the upper middle atmo-
sphere demonstrate significantly different magnitudes
and phases at Eureka and Svalbard. This confirms
the longitudinal differences first seen with the 2006
data (Paper 1). Typically the summer-maximizing DT
winds are larger at Eureka (24 m s−1 at 97 km versus
5–24 m s−1), while the Svalbard tides are almost lin-
early polarized (north-south) rather than circular. Phase
time-sequences are consistent with large or evanescent
vertical wavelengths. Inter-annual variations (IAV) are
largest in the winter and spring months. The Arctic
SDT winds have maxima centred on August/September,
followed in size by the winter features, and are much
larger and temporally extended at Svalbard than at Eu-
reka (24 m s−1 at 97 km, versus 14–18 m s−1). Main
features for the IAV, which have temporal and altitudi-
nal characteristics, are in spring and winter at Eureka,
and early summer and late autumn at Svalbard.

Given the evidence (Manson et al., 2011) for systematic
(2006–2009) polar vortex-distortions representing lon-
gitudinal wind-asymmetries in the winter-months of the
NH, quasi-stationary planetary waves (QSPW or SPW)
are necessarily relatively large i.e. compared to Antarc-
tica. The SPW lead to longitudinal tidal structures of
amplitude and phase, which have the scales of the dom-
inant SPW (S = 1 and 2) (Manson et al., 2004a and b;
Forbes et al., 2003; Cierpik et al., 2003). It is therefore
possible for radars to have been located, by the chances
provided for available land, so that positive, negative or
minimal correlations (in time) are found between ob-
served tides and the SPW (Baumgaertner et al., 2006;
Xu et al., 2009a, c; Hibbins et al., 2010).

3. Fitting of wave numbers for the migrating and non-
migrating tides (MT, NMT), assuming the dominance
of QSPW (S = 1 and 2), has been used to determine
the dominant tides for each month and height, now over
three years. Inter-annual variations for the tides have
emerged from this analysis. For the diurnal oscilla-
tions, NMT s = 0 for the east-west (EW) wind com-
ponent dominate in size (largest tide) and occurrence in
each of the late autumn and winter months (November–
February). Wave-numbers = +2 was seen in the NS
component for the same months of 2006/2007. These
NMT are consistent with interactions with stationary
planetary wave (SPW)S = 1, which generally domi-
nate the SPW spectrum at these latitudes (Manson et al.,
2009). It is interesting that the distance between Sval-
bard and Eureka is∼2400 km, relatively close to 90◦

(2100 km) for theS = 1 SPW. Thus Eureka, with the
larger observed tide, appears to be closer to the maxi-

mum of the spatially modulated observed tide (item 2
above), while Svalbard is closer to the location where
minimal effect of the NMT upon the observed tide am-
plitude occurs.

For the semi-diurnal oscillation, NMTs = +1 dom-
inated (size and occurrence) both EW and NS com-
ponents of the wind from March to June/July of the
three years. There were also autumn months (August–
October), for each year (2006–2009), when the MT was
generally dominant. This latter is associated with the
“September” feature (30◦–70◦), which is dominated by
the MT (Manson et al., 2010). Generally, over the three
years, the NMT was either dominant, or comparable to
the MT, 77 % of the available month-height possibili-
ties. Late in the reviewing process a referee provided us
with the Iimura et al. (2010) reference; their paper, us-
ing TIMED-TIDI data, provided SDT NMT values for
the high Arctic (circa 80◦ N). The resulting dominance
of s = +1 in the spring, and the weakers = +3 in fall
and winter are in good agreement with the NMT results
reported here, originating from the two MWR radars.

4. Comparison of observed DT and SDT at 78–80◦ N, with
those within CMAM-DAS, is a major feature of this pa-
per. Given the significant inter-annual variability, the
year 2007 was chosen, to best represent features that we
recognize as typical of the dynamics at these two loca-
tions.

The diurnal tides for the two locations have signifi-
cant similarities as observed and modeled, with sea-
sonal maxima in the mesosphere from April to October,
and similar phases with inferred long/evanescent wave-
lengths. Differences between MWR and CMAM DT
are also very significant: observed amplitudes are gen-
erally larger than modeled, especially at Eureka; mod-
eled phases (NS, EW) are classically similar at Eureka
and Svalbard, with circular/orthogonal wind compo-
nents, while the observed tide is approximately circular
at Eureka, but close to linear (∼NS direction) at Sval-
bard. Given the lack of significant modeled locational
(86◦ W and 16◦ E) tidal differences, it is not surpris-
ing that the occurrence of NMT in the model is much
weaker than observed. The reasons for modeled tide
discrepancies are likely to be numerous and would re-
quire considerable diagnosis/experiments with CMAM-
DAS global atmospheres. Factors, many of which are
known to differ from planet Earth, would involve tidal
sources (heights and latitudes), background winds and
meridional temperature gradients, as well as wave-drag
(PW in the lower, GW in the upper altitudes) and turbu-
lence.

For the semi-diurnal tide, the modeled/observed pairs
of amplitude and phase contour-plots (height versus
month for a year) are generally dissimilar at the two
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locations; as are modeled and observed plots at each of
the two sites separately. The hemispheric “September”
feature is the only frequent exception in such compar-
isons. Modeled time-variability of amplitude and phase
on these plots is typically of higher frequency than that
observed i.e. some observed structures, in particular the
“September feature”, have time-scales of more than two
months. Further, the comparative noisiness of the mod-
eled SDT data leads to less clustering of NMT or MT
into common values than observed. Explanations for
such differences between model and observation are not
going to be easy to find, a better word is daunting, but
comparisons of heating due to ozone and water vapor
would be a useful place to start. Also desirable would
be the same factors that affect the DT, but including the
“September “feature peculiar to the SDT.

There are other interesting features of the tides observed
by the radars at Svalbard and Eureka. Some of these
were already apparent as we began this paper e.g. frequent
amplitude-modulation of the tides for brief intervals (a few
days), and the apparent disappearance of tidal oscillations
for a few days. Others have appeared during this study. They
will require considerable attention and time to fully explore,
and will be considered elsewhere.
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